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With online media flourishing, ad spends on digital platforms 
have seen a CAGR of 30%. This growth has been faster than 
any other medium, and promises to reach 20% of overall ad 
expenditure. More and more clients spends are mirroring 
change in consumer behaviour and raising their share of 
spends on the digital medium. Accordingly, the need to drive  
accountability across full funnel  has become more critical 
than ever before. Now, across industries and categories, with 
the digital platform, it is critical to put in place the appropriate 
infrastructure to enable tracking and measuring of activities 
across the marketing funnel. 

At GroupM, we believe that all ad spends on digital should be 
engineered to drive performance and outcome focused for 
our brands - From driving sales through ecommerce, 
attributing ad exposure to leads to ultimately driving sales, to 
driving walk-ins to stores by optimising online spends – the 
digital medium can be planned and executed to benefit 
brands in several ways. Whatever the objective, it is critical to 
set campaigns up for success by using the optimum interplay 
of data and technology. 

The following case studies are a testimony to this belief and 
practice, and we hope you find it insightful and useful.

Tushar Vyas
President - GroupM, South Asia
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Idea Cellular - 
Achieved 86% Lower 
Cost per Conversion 
via Leads through 
YouTube

Overview
As India’s leading telecom service provider, Idea Cellular 
provides solutions from Prepaid and Postpaid to 4G/3G internet 
services and business enterprise solutions. 

Challenge
While the brand has been running videos on Youtube from the 
perspective of branding, they have always wanted to utilize 
the platform from a performance viewpoint as well. Due to the 
nature of the platform & low CTRs, the website’s traction was so 
far limited. One inevitable challenge of the platform is 
attribution, i.e. segregating those who just view the ad from 
those who actually click on it and express an interest.
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Solution
Google Trueview is a tool that enables advertisers to create 
content that viewers can choose to skip. This means that the 
only people who view the ad are the ones who are genuinely 
interested, thereby effectively filtering the audience. This tool 
was used, and audience buckets were created of users who 
searched on Google around the keywords concerning 
Branded, Competition, and Generic themes. This was done 
using Custom Intent targeting. This means that the strategy was 
not purely keyword based, i.e. even if the person has in the past 
used a certain search keyword on Google, and does not use 
this on YouTube, they will still be shown results on YouTube 
relevant to the previously searched keywords. Following this, 
videos were shown to users based on the buckets they came 
under. Targeting custom intent audiences ensured a more 
granular approach where only that audience was targeted 
which was in the market for the products and services offered 
by Idea, thereby helping to overcome the challenge of 
attribution.
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Results

An 86% lower cost per 
conversion was achieved – 
at par with CPL for Search.

A 12% lower cost per 
view was achieved.
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Overview
As part of Google’s ambition to bring everyone in the world 
online, Google created the Rail Wi-Fi initiative, where they are 
providing free Wi-Fi at 500 railway stations across India. A 
number that has been increasing ever since. 

Challenge
As the station Wi-Fi got activated, our role was to build 
awareness and drive maximum 
connections to Free Wi-Fi Access 
Points across train stations. 

Unlike common free Wi-Fi access 
points where consumers know how 
to connect, Railway stations with 
the mass audiences available 
there, required a different 
approach to drive connections. 

One of the biggest challenges was working within boundaries 
of limited space, time and people to bring Wi-Fi to the masses. 
Due to confining geographical and product peculiarities, we 
had to research and incorporate multiple new technologies; 
while building awareness and driving maximum connections to 
specific Free Wi-Fi Access Points across train stations.

Google RailWi-Fi: 
Taking free Wi-Fi to 
millions of consumers 
by leveraging a 
combination of 
marketing 
technologies.
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Solution
By using the combination of three emerging technologies 
(Polygon Targeting, Advanced Tracking, Cross-Environment 
Attribution) we executed a highly targeted and accurately 
measured campaign. 

Firstly, we designed and 
implemented an 
end-to-end tracking 
strategy to collect users 
and track conversions 
digitally on multiple events, 
while targeting passengers 
with precision within the station Wi-Fi zone. This was followed by 
implementation of customized unique and standard DCM 
floodlights (Tracking Code) on webpages for organic as well as 
paid media users; complimented by counting the number of 
conversions of landing page visits and successful connections 
to create a user pool.

Secondly, we used polygon mapping and targeting – A first 
time implementation of this technology at such a large scale, 
that allowed us to map out the exact shape of the stations’ 
connectivity area. It's different from conventional radial 
targeting as it ensures minimal spill over, with a maximum of 
20metres from the Wi-Fi-enabled area. 

Last but not the least, we also aptly defined cross-environment 
conversions and the attribution window to appropriately credit 
the above conversions to paid media digital campaigns with a 
common measurable metrics.

The end-to-end tracking enabled us to collect user journey 
data and draw patterns of conversion, leading to smart 
decisions on channel selection and optimization. Thus, 
positively influencing all our future campaigns for this product. 
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Results

Reached ~38 
million 

consumers while 
avoiding 

spillage/ waste 
with precise 
targeting.

Reached 60% 
audience with 

the highest 
conversion rate 

via polygon 
targeting.

Measured and scaled the 
campaign from 10 to 175 
stations with advanced 

tracking.

Hit our CPA goal 
of <$1 per 

conversion.



Tata Motors - 185 
Leads Generated at 
CPL of INR 476 Via Use 
of Chatbot Banner

Overview
Tata Motors Limited is an Indian automotive manufacturing 
company. The typical consumer journey involves filling a lead 
form or giving a missed call, following which the request is sent 
to the call centre. The call centre executive then calls the 
prospect, after which based on the prospect’s location, a 
dealer is directed to contact them.

Challenge
Tata Motors has included a chatbot on their website, that 
eliminated all the intermediate steps of the consumer journey, 
and was fed all the commonly asked inquires that consumers 
asked the call centre employees. The main objective of the 
campaign was to optimise the path to conversion and explore 
the possibility of capturing the lead at the time of exposure.  
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Solution
Such an initiative has never been taken in the display media 
space. We created a display ad that embedded the chatbot 
within the ad itself. Only interested users were targeted, such as 
auto website audiences and in-market audiences for 
commodities like pick-up trucks. The chat bot that was 
embedded in the creative was crafted to address all consumer 
queries that were pre-fed and users could ask and address all 
their queries on the banner itself. The chat bot was also 
designed to capture details of interested prospects and share 
it with the lead management system thereby removing the 
need for the website. We ensured that the prospects who 
wanted to go to the website were also given a similar 
experience. The major challenge during execution was 
bifurcating of the leads that came from the in-site chatbot from 
those that came from the external chatbot. To address this, 
tagged queries were utilized for effective bifurcation. 
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Results

Achieved 
1,077,547 

impressions

21,508 
conversions 

were achieved

185 leads were 
acquired
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Confidential + Proprietary

Godrej GERC - Godrej 
Expert Rich Crème 
Sees 40% YoY 
Growth with 
#ShaadiKiTaiyaari 
Campaign

Overview
Godrej Expert Rich Crème is a hair colour for men and women, 
sold in India.

Challenge
The main objective was to create a massive disruption during 
the wedding season to encourage higher number of trials for 
the hair colour. While the wedding season is one where people 
focus time and effort in making their hair look the part, it also 
meant that GERC had to take centre stage as the product of 
choice. 

Bollywood Dance for Weddings Makeup for Weddings
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Bollywood Songs for Weddings Sangeet Songs

Hairstyles for WeddingsWedding Planning

Solution
To address this objective, Google’s Vogon Technology was 
used to create 30 different creatives with highly contextual 
messaging for each creative. For this, top wedding-related 
micro-moments of the target audience were identified and 
multiple interests, genres and trends were taken into 
consideration. Based on these, custom messages were 
created across 30 interests and then targeted through the 
contextually relevant topic on YouTube. This led to an increase 
in share of voice in the hair category. Specific care had to be 
taken to create an individual campaign around each singular 
interest. No interests could be merged as this would lead to the 
targeting being off-centre. 
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Results

9.4 million unique users were 
reached

40% YoY growth 
was observed

A 9.4% lift was 
seen in brand 

awareness

Purchase intent 
was lifted by 

14.2%
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Max Bupa - Driving 
131,000 Leads at an 
End Conversion Rate 
of 5.3%

Overview
One of India’s leading health insurance brands, Max Bupa 
offers premium health insurance services.

Challenge
The brand wanted to acquire maximum qualified leads 
through search campaigns that demanded the lowest possible 
CPLs in a highly competitive market, and also wanted to be a 
part of aggressive competition bidding. The biggest challenge 
here was that Max Bupa’s policies are more expensive than 
other policies in the market. 
Solution
Search began as the primary platform with the buckets of 
Brand, Generic and Competition. From a brand point of view, 
users were targeted with theme-based ad copies, depending 
on what they had searched for, such as benefits or price. 
Specific theme-based ad copies were created and released 
across categories. With regard to competition, we elucidated 
the pain points that users had with other insurance policy 
providers, such as slow approvals, hidden clauses, and the 
involvement of third-party vendors. We then targeted users 
based on keywords related to these pain points. For example if 
a user searched for “insurance policy with fast approval”, they 
were exposed to Max Bupa ads. A similar approach was taken
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with all the pain points, where the resulting ad copies were 
presented with Max Bupa’s USPs such as fast approvals and 
non-involvement of third-party vendors. SOVs were optimized 
to achieve the lowest possible cost per lead across all the 
buckets. 
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Results

The overall CPL 
was maintained 

under Rs. 300, 
and remarketing 
and converting 

of similar 
audiences was 

done at the 
lowest CPL of Rs. 

156. 

51% SOV was 
seen across 

buckets, with 
93% for the 

Brand bucket in 
particular.

1.31 Lakh leads, 
118 Million 

impressions, and 
2.35 Million clicks 
were garnered.

Spends reached 
INR 44.9 Million

A conversion 
rate of 5.57% 

was observed. 
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Overview
Bajaj’s KTM made its entry into the Indian market in 2012, in 
answer to a growing interest in sports biking. The brand’s entry 
was received with huge anticipation and interest.

Challenge
The main objective of the campaign was to translate the 
positive word-of-mouth awareness around the brand to a 
higher level of awareness that could drive sales. The key 
challenge was the way a potential consumer perceived the 
brand. KTM enthusiasts saw the brand as relatively expensive 
due to its derived lineage from Austria. Additionally, KTM lacked 
a centralized and unified strategy to engage with potential 
customers, largely comprising tech-savvy millennials. 

Bajaj KTM - 870 Bikes 
Sold and INR 174 
million Generated 
Resulting in a 1600% 
ROI
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Solution
Digital media was the most prudent choice to drive awareness 
among the target group, and to increase purchase intent. Our 
entire approach was to reach consumers in the top half of the 
funnel and push them to the bottom half of the funnel by 
actively engaging with them. The first step in this was to reach 
out to sports bike enthusiasts who were the most likely to 
contribute to sales. For this, clusters had to be created within 
the broad category. A classical marketing funnel was created 
across digital platforms and with the help of data and 
technology we made sure to push consumers down the funnel. 
For general awareness at the top of the funnel, we aimed for 
impact through high reach properties like YouTube mastheads 
and Facebook Reach and Frequency buying. The bottom of 
the funnel was to develop relevance and sharp target the 
audience through top properties like Facebook and Google, 
using innovative solutions such as Canvas ads to supplement 
the usual lead-based communications. We created multiple 
buckets of audiences using first-party data from the client, and 
by creating lookalikes of this audience. Using data and deep 
insights, we narrowed down to the audience that has shown 
interest in motorcycles in general, and in the competition 
brands in specific. 
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Results

Generated 
118,000 valid 

leads and sold 
870 bikes

Reached out to 
over 60 million 

audiences, 
creating 8 million 

engagements

Achieved a media spends 
ROI of 1600%

Generated 
business worth 
INR 174 million, 
solely based on 

digital media 
outreach
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Vodafone - When 
Search Created 
Intent Instead of 
Addressing it

Overview
Vodafone is a provider of telecommunications services in India. 
International roaming (IR) is one of the marquee products for 
Vodafone as the life time value of IR consumers is high.

Challenge
The main objective was to increase subscriptions for Vodafone 
IR services by 30% between July and December 2016. The 
situation was that so far the adoption rate for this service from 
customers who travelled abroad frequently, was very low, i.e. 
less than 10%. People tended to visit other countries and adopt 
a local SIM, and thus it was realized that there was no intent for 
this service. 88% didn’t even consider subscribing to an 
international roaming service before reaching their destination. 
This posed a huge challenge.
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Solution
Intent driven awareness needed to be increased, and existing 
high intent users needed to be targeted. Since users were 
unlikely to switch telecom brands just for the IR service, the 
target had to be Vodafone users. The idea was to reach out to 
the relevant audiences during an approapriate time in their 
travel using contextually relevant touch points. We used CRM 
data to track Vodafone users who travel frequently, and 
focused on targeting them during the stage where they are 
planning and booking for international travel, as this was the 
most relevant stage to create intent. We focused on Google 
Search using Remarketing List for Search Ads (RLSA). This meant 
our audience was fine-tuned down to Vodafone customers, 
intending to travel abroad, only through Google Search. To 
target customers on Search, an extensive list of 100+ keywords 
was identified with regards to travel planning and booking. 
Alongside Google, we created dynamic ad copies for each of 
the Search queries. The Search result would then comprise the 
relevant information that was sought, plus the contextual 
brand message of the Vodafone IR service. The challenge here 
was that with a very narrowed down audience, the size was 
small, and therefore scaling was difficult.  
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Click through 
rates for the 
customized 

search 
campaign was 

2.4X times higher 
than the regular 

search 
campaign.

Click-to-conversion 
rates were 80% 
higher than the 

regular campaign.

Search queries 
for Vodafone IR 
service went up 
by 39% during 
July-Dec’16

Results
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Google Duo - 
Combining consumer 
insight and machine 
learning to power our 
digital performance 
campaign.

Overview
Duo is a high-quality video calling communications app by 
Google launched in 2017. With video calling becoming 
increasingly prevalent, thanks to data availability, the category 
had huge headroom to grow. Duo wanted to build category 
relevance by demonstrating superiority over voice call through 
its simple interface, technology and UI.  

Challenge
The video calling category was dominated by large existing 
messaging platform players. However, the video calling quality 
and experience of these apps was very poor. As a result, 
despite video calling being an exciting proposition for 
consumers, it continued to have slow growth in India. Sensing a 
need to bridge this gap, Google launched a video calling app 
– Duo. The target was to achieve 10million new users on the 
app, within eight weeks of the product launch. Given that 
video calling has been around for a long time we knew that 
consumers would be sceptical about another video calling 
app. In driving towards our steep targets, we therefore had to 
ensure that we acquired quality users and then find ways to 
retain them.  
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Solution
However, our actual 
challenge was to deliver 
quality with scale and 
efficiency, while retaining 
our users. We used brand 
specific digital planning 
principles as our core 
approach to acquire 
quality users and build a 
brand connect. We 
reached out to our target audience at key ‘moments’ and 
occasions; and during key festivals, increased our spends to 
capture additional demand and spike in usage. This was further 
measured through our best practice metric – Net Response 
Rate.  
 
While there was a great scale in play for user acquisition for Duo 
App, more than 90% of the users were seen stopping the use of 
the app post 30 days of acquisition. 

To optimize retention, we leveraged DBM’s newly launched 
proprietary machine learning tool (Custom Algorithm). We 
started by identifying triggers in terms of in app actions, which 
when performed within a duration of time led to more retained 
users. The custom algorithm leveraged the fact that we could 
incorporate several in-app events to predict which user could 
be retained. A logistic regression model was built basis analysis 
of historical Duo usage of users in India and attributed 
weighting to a number of user actions like first audio call, 
1st/2nd/3rd video call etc.). 
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Once we learnt which in app activity contributes most to 
retention, the impressions leading to those activities were 
scored accordingly. The machine learnt from this scoring on a 
daily basis and automatically bid for the higher scored 
impressions. This was a continuous process and the 
performance of the machine improved with more and more 
data. Once these signals were identified, a lookalike audience 
was created for such combination of events and the system 
bid aggressively for such users. 

127% increase in 
key metric of 

driving scale on 
‘first video calls’ 

in H2 2017.

More than 20% 
efficiency in 
costs per first 

video call. 

65% increase in 
seven-day 

active retained 
user.

Results
Duo has established itself as ‘The Highest Quality Video Calling 
App’, validated by an independent survey undertaken by 
NDTV Gadgets 360 Survey.
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Royal Enfield - 
Personalized 
Targeting Across the 
Buying Funnel to 
Better Serve Varied 
User Interests 

Overview
Royal Enfield is an Indian 
motorcycle manufacturing 
brand. Established in 1901, 
it is one of the oldest 
surviving manufacturers of 
motorcycles in the world.

Challenge
While the main objective 
was simply to improve 
performance and increase 
leads from advertising, the 
major challenge lay in the 
fact that as a lifestyle 
motorcycle manufacturer, 
Royal Enfield bikes are not 
the most affordable 
commuting choice for most consumers. 
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Solution
The overarching approach was to increase brand awareness 
through personalized targeting of consumers across the buying 
funnel according to where they fall in the funnel. The first level 
was to target the motorcycle affinity-based audience, i.e. 
motorcycles enthusiasts. For this segment, buzz was created 
around the brand to increase awareness, and those users who 
engaged at this stage were nurtured and brought down the 
funnel. The second level was to target the lookalike audience, 
i.e. an audience similar to the already engaged audience in 
terms of persona. This audience was built around engagers and 
converters. This segment was retargeted and it was ensured 
that they were reached at the appropriate frequency. These 
two levels were accomplished via link ads. The final level was to 
target the non-converted web visitors. This was done through 
lead ads. Ultimately, this campaign strategy increased the 
engagement and leads across the buying funnel in a 
systematic manner. 
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Results

Close to 120% 
increase in 

captive 
audience pool 
was observed.

A 33% increase 
in lead quality 

was seen.

A 56% lower cost 
to conversion 

was achieved.
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Eureka Forbes - 
Increasing 90% 
growth in leads by 
adopting a Machine 
Learning – Ready 
Account Structure 

Overview
Eureka Forbes is a leading brand of water purifiers (Aquaguard) 
and vacuum cleaners (Euroclean). Their customer journey starts 
with a lead via a phone call or through filling of a form. The calls 
are filtered and then sent to the sales team. 

Challenge
The main objective was to simplify and defragment the 
account structure to drive incremental leads and better 
efficiency with a consequent reduction in workload.

Solution
Existing campaigns and ad groups 
were defragmented by splitting 
them on the basis of device, match 
type and excessive keyword 
theming, into a lesser number of, but 
larger, statistically significant 
campaigns to enable the system to 
create more permutations and 
combinations. Google’s machine learning capabilities were 
leveraged and the campaigns were consolidated and put on 
automated bidding. This lead to an increase in volumes and a 
decrease in TCPA. 
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A major challenge in execution, however, was the continuous 
nature of:
1. Adding negatives to maintain hygiene
2. The practice of keyword grouping.

Results
With smart bidding, the results of the new structure were:

Achieved a 
whopping 90% 
growth in leads

Accrued a 22% 
lower cost per 

lead (CPL)
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Titan Watches - New 
Category 
Benchmarks of ACoS 
of 6% vs 11%, 
Created via Amazon 
Marketing Services 
(AMS)
Overview
Titan Company Ltd., the world’s fifth largest manufacturer of 
wrist watches, is also India’s leading producer of watches. The 
brand names that they produce under are Titan, Fastrack, 
Sonata, Nebula, RAGA, Regalia, Octane and Xylys. 

Challenge
The purchase behaviour in the watch category has seen a shift, 
with most consumers now preferring to make purchases online. 
Despite the presence of resellers and distributors online, Titan 
endeavoured to become a seller in the online space. It was 
observed that most people start their online purchase journey 
on Amazon rather than Google. With the initiation of Amazon 
Marketing Services (AMS) campaigns and the consequent help 
of the Amazon team, an Advertising Cost of Sale (ACoS) of 
12.17% was achieved at monthly spends of 2 lakhs. The 
challenge faced was to increase the spends by reducing the 
ACoS.

Solution
To address this challenge, we took the waterfall approach, 
where we segregated the products that were top selling with 
high inventory, and started bidding on them. These products 
had garnered higher ratings, and more and better reviews. The 
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targeting was implemented based on user queries and 
behaviour of consumers on the Amazon platform. A large 
quantum of the budget was allocated to intent targeting 
(sponsored products). Campaigns have been created at both 
the product and category levels by showcasing products to 
users present in the buying cycle. Despite the limited availability 
of data on this platform, we arrived at the optimal combination 
of campaigns required to drive maximum ROI. 

Results

New benchmarks 
were set within the 

AMS platform, 
achieving an ACoS 

of 6% versus the 
previous ACoS of 11% 

for the category.

Managed 
spends of Rs. 

19.42 lakhs and 
generated Rs. 
3.17 crore in 6 

months with the 
ACoS of 6.13%. 

Achieved sales 
of 12,138 units 

within the span 
of 6 months.
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Bajaj - 11,000 Bajaj V 
Bikes Booked on Day 
1 and 25,000 Booked 
in First Four Days of 
Launch

Overview
Bajaj Auto, a leading bike manufacturer of India planned to 
launch a new motorcycle that had been assembled using the 
metal from INS-Vikrant – India’s great warship.

Challenge
The main objective for the brand was to create curiosity and 
conversation around the bike and its legacy in association with 
INS Vikrant, and to ensure that these conversations effectively 
led to sales. The major challenge was to bring out the essence 
of both the rational and the emotional reasons to buy the bike. 
With the target group being young executive males, aged 
between 22 and 35, functionality mattered but so did the 
patriotic appeal.
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Solution
We had to aim at creating a story to entice and interest 
people. With educated Indians today being increasingly 
nationally conscious, and our target group being driven by 
patriotism, we wanted to appeal to this sentiment and instil a 
sense of pride at the thought of owning a motorbike made 
from INS-Vikrant derived metal. The underlying thought to be 
communicated was that Bajaj was keeping alive the glory of 
the INS-Vikrant by incorporating its metal into bikes. The teaser 
phase of the campaign was aimed at creating intrigue among 
users about the product via platforms such as ScoopWhoop 
and Logical Indian that are popular among millennials. On 
Republic Day, we flooded social media with conversations 
around patriotism and national pride. As part of the mobile 
campaign, videos were released on Facebook and YouTube, 
where the target was two-pronged: 1. Users who had shown 
interest in national pride and defence of the nation, and 2. 
Users who had an interest in motorcycles. We also targeted 
affinity segments such as users interested in auto portals and 
sports sites. Essentially, the campaign was heavy on digital, with 
videos, webseries, Facebook posts and Google as a platform.
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Results

Achieved 
bookings of 

11,000 bikes on 
the 1st day and 

more than 
25,000 bikes in 

just 4 days

INR 1200 mn plus 
worth of business 

achieved

Over 250mn 
exposures, 
garnering 

15mn+ views of 
which around 

5-10% were 
organic
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Nippon Paint - Smart 
Display Campaigns 
(SDC) Delivered 52% 
Increment in Leads, 
with a 20% Increase 
in Quality Leads 
Over Search
Overview
Nippon Paints is one of the leading providers of paint solutions 
in Tamil Nadu. For them, display ads have never been 
successful in terms of generating lead quality.

Challenge
The biggest challenge for Nippon Paints is providing unified 
services to consumers seeking out paints and painting services. 
The journey starts with a lead or a phone call and then 
progresses to actually understanding the requirements of the 
customer to then recommend the relevant services. The 
objective, thus, was to get a maximum number of leads at a 
lower rate and to ensure that customers visited the website and 
filled in the lead form. With Search, the leads were of good 
quality but with a low potential for scale up. Additionally, there 
was limited data which we could use for targeting purposes.

Solution
To increase the number of leads, we narrowed in on Smart 
Display Campaigns, comprising AI-ML tools that helped narrow 
in on the right target audience. SD Campaigns proved useful 
for branding and awareness, as well as for retargeting. The 
challenge here was determining what sorts of creatives were 
best for this platform. 
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The only successful way 
to do this was by coming 
up with creatives and 
communication which 
would resonate best with 
audiences. We started 
picking up data signals 
around location, intent, 
device, language, and 
started creating custom creatives depending on the buckets 
these audiences fell into. By optimising the campaign to ensure 
the right communication reached the right audience in the 
right context, we helped increase the response rate to our 
communication and reduced the target CPA driving the 
incremental leads.

Results

With a 64% 
pure increment 

in leads, the 
lead volumes 

improved 
massively.

A 5% lower 
CPL was 

observed than 
for Search 
Networks.

Leads from SDC 
campaigns 

were found to 
be the same 

quality as 
organic leads.

A 5X increase in 
traffic was 

observed, and 
CPCs reduced 
by 80% across 

Display 
Campaigns.

A whopping 52% increase in leads was seen.
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Google Maps - 
Predicting the best 
route forward in 
unpredictable 
conditions.

Overview
Users turn to Google Maps in their moments of need - whether 
they’re planning a big trip or just commuting to work. They even 
use it to explore faraway places from the palms of their hands 
via Google Street View.  

Challenge
Research showed that many of Google Maps users weren’t 
aware of the real time traffic feature, which was one of the 
known drivers for regular use of the app. Also, some of the other 
key features leading to increased usage, including traffic layers 
and alternate route suggestions had limited awareness and 
understanding.

Hence, the objective was to drive up daily active users by 
raising awareness of the real-time traffic feature amongst 
commuters by using Google Maps.
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Solution
As our campaign moved into monsoon season, we saw a great 
opportunity to show the relevance of the product to drive more 
new users. However, the reality of monsoons in India is that it is 
unpredictable across markets.

To tackle this challenge we used the Google Ads weather API - 
A script that fetches weather information and adjusts bids 
programmatically, to create a set of YouTube bumpers that 
were triggered with different messaging for when it rained, if 
there were thunderstorms or if it was dry. The dynamic, real-time 
ads encouraged users to check Google Maps before hitting 
the roads, contextualizing the weather locally weather. 

Establishing a first ever use of this technology in conjunction 
with video, the script retrieved a real-time location pertaining 
bid enabled by AdWords and complimented the video on 
YouTube accordingly. 

In addition, we used the segmentation approach on our 
existing users, based on the frequency of usage, recency, 
weekly usage pattern, commuting purpose, and the breadth 
of other Google apps used, to segment them into light, 
medium and heavy users of Maps. Segmented users were 
programmatically targeted through dynamic banners for 
specific city. 
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Exceeding our 
targets, there 

was 40% 
incremental lift 

in DAU.

Segmentation 
approach saved 

7-10% of our 
media budget.

Segmentation 
campaign 

made users 29% 
more likely to 

open the app.

Results
In addition to meeting the overall business objective, brand 
and usage lift results also showed that our digital strategy 
paid off at every step. 
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Hero MotoCorp - 46K 
Store Visits through 
Google in 20 Days

Overview
India’s leading two 
wheeler manufacturing 
company, Hero 
MotoCorp has sold over 
75 million two wheelers 
till date. It is also the 
largest two wheeler 
manufacturer in the 
world.

Challenge
The main objective was to maximise foot falls in Hero 
showrooms to boost sales in the month of October and make 
maximum gains out of their festive discount during the time. The 
challenge here was to convert online engagement to offline 
footfalls in the store. Additionally, it was important to keep up in 
the heavily competitive festive season.
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Solution
All the in-market audiences for two wheeler bikes were 
targeted on YouTube. Here, a challenge was to track 
incremental store visits after users had viewed the ads. For this, 
Google tracking was used to determine the number of users 
who visited stores after viewing the ads on YouTube. This was a 
first-of-its-kind campaign where store visits were mapped to 
YouTube views. 6 second and 23 second videos were run in 
which it was ensured that the USP of the brand was highlighted. 
The 23-seconders were mainly to create awareness while the 
6-seconders were to target people to increase recall value. 
Strong CTAs were used, encouraging people to visit Hero 
showrooms and avail of the festive discounts. Out of the 8 
million people reached, 46,000 people visited the store in just 20 
days.  
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Results

Over 12 million 
true views were 
garnered and 8 
million people 
were reached.

A 37% 
interaction rate 
was acquired, 

and 1.3% overall 
lead conversion 

rate.

Achieved 46K 
store visits in just 

20 days.
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Idea - UAC for 
Actions gives 21% 
lower Cost-per 
Registration than 
network targeted 
GDN + Search 

Overview
Idea Movies is an OTT App solely for Idea 
Cellular subscribers. Idea had been relying on 
carrier targeting and Brand search to promote 
this.  

Challenge
Universal App Campaigns (UACs), though 
driving volumes, were not able to match the 
efficiency of GDN + Search on the CPI and CPR from Idea 
Users. However, with impending migration to UAC, it was critical 
to address this challenge. 

Solution
We realised that optimising the UAC campaign for conversions 
could only happen if we had data that could help us create a 
predictive model for most-likely-to-convert audience cohorts. 
The client set-up was integrated to pass back in-app events 
such as registrations. Passing back events to AdWords, post 
installation of the app, provides more information on how users 
utilize the app, and also helps determine a similar audience 
that would also enjoy the app. UAC for Actions was used, 
which helped pick the optimization goal for UAC, with the 
targeted in-app action being Registration. 
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Results

Achieved 21% 
lower 

Cost-per-registra
tion from UAC at 
1.4x spends over 

Sept-Oct

Allowed scale up 
of spends by 10%, 
month-on-month

UAC for Actions 
is now the 

primary app 
install driver 
across ad 
networks

Additionally, registration through phone numbers helped 
identify Idea users which further streamlined the goal for UAC 
for Actions. Over a period of two months, budgets were 
gradually diverted from Network GDN + Search to UAC. 
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Dish TV - Performance 
in FY 2018 Surpassed 
all Expectations

Overview
Dish TV India Ltd. provides Direct to Home television services in 
India, and has also been voted India’s most trusted DTH brand. 
The brand is a DTH market leader with 30% of the market share.

Challenge
The main aim of the campaign was to target new customers for 
DTH HD boxes through lead forms and calls. With performance 
maximisation as the main objective, the important aspect here 
was to maintain this position as market leader while lowering 
the CPL threshold. 
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Solution
On studying the user 
journey, we realized that 
the consumer journey 
could have been 
optimised in order to 
yield more effective 
results. This arose from the 
observation that most 
consumers explore the 
brand on their smart 
phones, however the 
user journey was not 
optimised to be 
mobile-friendly. The 
campaign started on a 
small budget with a high CPL initially.  Optimization was carried 
out by both human and technological intervention. The mobile 
platform comes with the added option of calling. We 
incorporated this option so that users could call directly rather 
than having the sole option of visiting the website, consuming 
content and then calling. This significantly increased the scale. 
Another priority, after optimisation, was to increase the 
conversion rate of the website. Users were visiting the website 
but a very low percentage of these visits were converting into 
actual leads and purchases. To address this, retargeting 
needed to be done that focused on reaching out to 
audiences whose user details had been tracked to ultimately 
build an audience persona, thereby resulting in a better 
understanding of the user profile that would make an optimum 
target. These audience profiles, once created, were fitted 
within a number of cohorts. Using a test campaign, we 
determined which cohorts would respond best, thus optimizing 
targeting. This in turn successfully increased the website 
conversion rate. The overall CPL was significantly reduced, 
which is ordinarily rare when scaling up a campaign. 
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Results

95% growth in 
leads was 
observed.

Operating CPL 
dropped to 81%. 

Operating at 
“Never seen 

CPL” 

Semi-automation 
has been seen as 

a key growth 
driver
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Bajaj KTM - 258 Bikes 
Sold and INR 40 
million Generated 
Resulting in a 400% 
ROI

Overview
In 2012, KTM, Europe’s No. 1 
two-wheeler manufacturer, 
launched KTM’s Duke Range 
of bikes to transform the way 
Indians perceive street 
motorcycles. The brand 
made a mark in the Indian 
market as a cult 
performance bike.

Challenge
The main objective was to 
increase awareness that would ultimately drive footfalls to KTM 
dealerships. The major challenge was that KTM had no offline 
marketing strategy in place, and as part of its digital marketing 
initiatives, the brand only focused on one major campaign per 
year, leaving them inactive for the rest of the year. This 
campaign was, thus, the first campaign in over a year. 
Additionally, competition in the sports bike segment was 
increasing, with each brand attempting to set itself apart via 
imagery and positioning. 
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Solution
Given the above context, it was critical for us to find a solution 
where our communication could appeal to consumer 
sentiments and capture their interest for quick conversions. We 
evaluated all options of platforms and ad-units that could 
provide us the scale, visual imagery &the ability to capture 
leads. We then arrived on Canvas - Facebook’s most dynamic 
and interactive ad property that can load instantly and that 
takes up the entire screen, thus capturing the complete 
attention of our main target audience, the tech-savvy 
millennial. Facebook also tweaked the Canvas platform to 
allow interested users to leave their details within the ad itself 
enabling the local dealer to contact them. KTM was one of the 
first brands to collect leads from the Canvas platform. 
However, in the interim period before this campaign, when KTM 
had not been active in terms of marketing, the brand had also 
not added any new features or elements to its bikes. This made 
the leads difficult to scale. Once this was realized, we worked 
around a slightly different strategy. Sequential creative 
targeting was used during multiple phases of the campaign. 
New audiences were attracted using the Racing and 
Community Biking creatives followed by creatives highlighting 
special features of the bikes. Users were also told to post a 
picture with the KTM bike they had bought, and to add a 
caption to it. The best captions were promised an iPhone, with 
6 iPhones being available to win. We played on this additional 
perk, developed new creatives, and 
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Results

Saw a reach of 
14 million

Achieved 27,000 
leads

Generated a business of over 
INR 4 million, with a 400% ROI 

on ad spends

Sold 258 bikes

saw an upsurge in engagement on social media, completing 
the circle to target more new users and to keep the existing 
users engaged. The consistent posting generated a huge 
amount of interest. When the leads were collected again at 
this juncture, we got significantly better results. The audience 
data pool collected from Facebook proved to be a huge 
asset. 
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Eureka Forbes - How 
we managed to drive 
incremental leads by 
85% without 
compromising on 
quality

Overview
Eureka Forbes is a 
leading brand of 
water purifiers 
(Aquaguard) and 
vacuum cleaners 
(Euroclean). Their 
customer journey 
starts with a lead via 
a phone call or 
through filling of a 
form. The calls are 
filtered and then 
sent to the sales 
team. 

Challenge
The main objective was to get incremental leads in booking 
home demos preceding the final sale. The biggest challenge in 
driving scale is to maintain the existing quality of leads. We 
were already operating on optimum levels when it came to 
search hence it was difficult to scale up. The challenge, 
therefore, was to find alternate platforms that could deliver 
leads at similar CPAs and conversion rates. 

Unique Visitors

Leads Created

Leads Contacted

Leads Qualified 
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Solution
While evaluating past 
campaigns we found that 
in order to drive relevancy, 
we had to create multiple 
audience cohorts and 
communicate to them in a 
manner that they would 
be receptive to. This 
meant we had to try 
various permutations and 
combinations of creative 
communication to see 
what’s working for which audience. Google’s machine 
learning capabilities were leveraged and the automation 
tactics made use of in the best way possible at the back end of 
the Smart Display Campaigns. With an upgrade from Smart 
Display ads to Responsive Display ads, conversion rates were 
successfully increased. With a weekly increase in budget, the 
TCPL showed a consistent decrease, accompanied by an 
increase in leads. Optimization was carried out with the 
appropriate CPAs, keeping them tightly in check and well in 
line with targets. Scaling was done with caution after 
establishing that there was no variance in the lead-to-valid 
lead ratio. With the initially high CPLs and a variety of creatives 
not being available, it was important to develop a range of 
creatives to determine what type was the best fit for the 
upgrade in platform.
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Results

A phenomenal 
improvement 

was seen in lead 
volume at 85% 

pure increment. 

Smart Display 
Campaigns 
were the first 

touch point for 
30% of the leads, 
and also assisted 

in 10% overall 
conversion.

50% lower CPL was observed. 

Additional 4% 
revenue was 

achieved from 
direct product 

sale on 
e-commerce 

sites. 
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Godrej - HIT Fights 
Dengue Using Smart 
Display Campaigns

Overview
Godrej HIT is a leading 
mosquito/insect repellent brand in 
India that partnered with Apollo 
Hospitals to create a first-of-its-kind 
online Platelet Donor Community. 

Challenge
The main aim was to help dengue 
patients by increasing the 
awareness about platelet 
donation and getting people to 
register as platelet donors. One 
challenge was to also add recall 
for those users who had already 
registered previously. 

Solution
A regular display campaign was 
first set up for interest targeting to 
gain TCPA ratings. Following this, a 
fully optimized Smart Display Campaign was set up. Here the 
campaign for the fresh audience, calling for registrations, was 
assessed in terms of cost per registration. While scaling up, a 
daily increase in daily budget saw a gradual reduction in TCPA. 
As part of the 
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campaigns, optimization for Search was a challenge due to 
the requirement of segregating the audience pool into those 
who had already registered and those needed the awareness 
to be encouraged to register. 
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Results

25X higher 
registrations 

compared to 
regular display 
were observed

There was a 10X 
higher 

conversion rate 
than for regular 

display

The cost per 
registration was 
1/10th that of 

CPR for regular 
display
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Honor Mobile - 
Achieved 6X Higher 
Conversion Rate than 
Industry Standards

Overview
Honor is a sub-brand under Huawei. Their devices include 
smartphones, tablets and wearable technology. Honor Mobile 
is a new entrant into a highly competitive category.

Challenge
The main objective of this campaign was to make space for a 
new entrant in a very cluttered marketplace. Also, with a 
limited budget and very low presence in mass media, creating 
awareness was highly challenging. For a relatively new brand 
that is not very well known in the space, high competition in the 
context of features and prices also posed a big challenge. 
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Solution
The brand had low to almost no awareness in the heavily 
commoditized market, and despite entry into a marketplace 
driven by frequent discounts and sales, the brand had no 
special discount or cashback scheme. Keeping in mind the 
intent of the campaign, the mInsights data pool was accessed 

for Audience Persona creation to better understand the kind of 
users to be targeted by the brand. User profiles and past 
learnings were both used for a rationale-based cohort 
prediction. Micro-segments were identified for targeting. 
Auction-based lower funnel targeted campaigns were 
implemented to strengthen user interest and to increase sales. 
Additionally, Google Keyword Planning helped to arrive at a 
keyword strategy based on the keywords we entered as input, 
as well as those trending in the industry among active users. 
Google, Facebook and Amazon were all used as platforms. 
Piggybacking was done on competition brands that ordinarily 
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have high traction but were going through a lean period at the 
time. This was done by bidding on their keywords that were 
relevant to Honor Mobile products. Additionally, Amazon.in 
users who had searched competition brands with close affinity, 
were intercepted. 
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Results

6x higher 
conversion rate 
than the industry 

average was 
achieved

25k units were 
sold in 2 days 

time

45mn+ 
impressions 
delivered
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Royal Enfield - What it 
takes to Sell 15 
Motorcycles in 15 
Seconds

Overview
Established in 1901, Royal Enfield is an Indian motorcycle 
manufacturing brand that is one of the oldest surviving 
manufacturers in the world.

Challenge
Royal Enfield had released a number of limited edition Classic 
500 Stealth Black bikes. The main objective of the campaign 
was to create awareness and consequently drive sales of these 
bikes. The major challenge lay in the fact that the bikes were on 
sale online, and the online purchase of motorcycles is still a rare 
phenomenon in India. Additionally, there was no special offer 
or discount that could be used to drive sales.  
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Solution
Customer Relationship To 
create interest and conversions 
we had to adopt a precision 
targeting strategy by reaching 
out to people who were most 
likely to convert. To create this 
audience cohort we had to use 
multiple data sources. Thus, 
Customer Relationship 
Management (CRM) data, past 
engagements and quality visits 
were used to create audience 
personas. Most closely 
matched lookalikes were 
incorporated to expand the 
target group. Within this target 
audience, micro-segmenting 
was carried out to facilitate 
better targeting across digital 
channels. We also ensured a 
high reach during the campaign by using the Reach and 
Frequency buying tool from Facebook business. This tool 
allowed us to purchase campaigns in advance and to exercise 
control over the number of people we reached out to as well as 
the frequency with which we reached out to them. We used 
auction-based retargeting campaigns to strengthen the 
interest of users and to drive registration. 
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Results

Audience 
Reached was 

5.2 million

2x Engagement 
Rate compared 

to industry 
standards was 

seen

Sold 15 Bikes in 15 seconds of 
Start of the sale

491 Buying intent 
Registrations in 5 

Days
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Vodafone - Decoding 
Generic Search 
Behaviour to Deliver 
Personalization at 
Scale

Overview
Online prepaid recharge is an important selling point for 
Vodafone, contributing to almost 80% of the overall revenue 
generated from Digital performance marketing. Search is the 
most important part of Vodafone’s digital performance 
marketing with 90% of the revenues derived from this platform.
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Challenge
The online prepaid recharge segment saw a 5% drop in 
conversion volumes between January and September of 2017. 
This was while the cost per recharge went up by 8%. The key 
objective was to increase the volumes of transactions by at 
least 5% in the coming 6 months, and to improve the cost per 
recharge by 8%. From data analysis, the challenge was found 
to be that search volumes for “Vodafone prepaid recharge” 
had dropped as consumers preferred recharge packs with a 
higher validity and were recharging less frequently. Additionally, 
aggregators like Paytm had started bidding aggressively on 
Vodafone prepaid recharge related keywords. This led to 
another challenge – that conversions had to be maximised 
within the existing search levels as there was no potential to 
increase presence on more keywords. This was made doubly 
difficult by the fact that users searched the same generic 
keywords, i.e. “Vodafone prepaid recharge”,regardless of what 
their recharge amount was, making it virtually impossible to 
decode consumer requirements within Google. 
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Solution
We thus used data intelligence to predict the prepaid 
recharge pack that users were most likely to choose even if 
they had used only generic keywords to search for it. Using 
website and CRM data we built a data management platform 
partnering with Adobe. This helped to identify users who 
regularly recharged online, and further broke this down into 
clusters based on recharge value and geographical location. 
The platform was then linked with Google AdWords which 
enabled us to target users on search using Remarketing List for 
Search Ads (RLSA). Existing prepaid offers along with their ad 
copies were mapped to respective clusters so that ads were 
targeted to relevant audiences, irrespective of the use of 
generic keywords. Thousands of permutations and 
combinations were run to arrive at hyper-personalized search 
ads using multiple data sets pertaining to a consumer. 
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Results

1200+ 
personalized 
offer on 1.2 

million searches 
between 

October and 
March, 2017

Click rate 
increased from 
28% to 33% and 
conversion rate 
from 18% to 25%

Cost per 
conversion 

improved by 
12.2% in the next 

6 months
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Home Centre Makes 
the Shift from Print to 
Digital -19% Increase 
in Store Sales and 
20% Increase in 
Online Sales

Overview
Home Centre is India’s largest Home Furnishing store. Physical 
stores contribute to 98%+ of their sales. They have used mostly 
Print and TV for their marketing and have had minimal digital 
presence.

Challenge
The main objective was to ascertain whether shifting spends 
from Print to Digital could drive incremental walk-ins/sales and 
improve the omnichannel ROAS. The challenge here was to 
provide compelling evidence that a digital presence could 
drive walk-ins and sales, and thus determine a correlation 
between online response and offline manifestation.
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Solution
2 markets were selected in which Print spends were shifted to 
Digital. Campaigns were run on Search, YouTube and GDN. 
Instead of the utilizing the usual CTA for online ads that directs 
users to shop online, the CTA used in this case directed users to 
a landing page that provided them with a store locator, thus 
encouraging users to physically visit a store. Considering that 
furniture is a commodity that many consumers are still reluctant 
about buying online, this was a way to ensure they were 
provided with the option to buy offline. The measurement of 
store visits was enabled, allowing us to view activity right from 
the click to the store walk-in. the impact was measured by 
comparing sales lift in test markets to other markets.  

Results

The digital 
medium was 

found to 
increase 

foot-falls in the 
store

Offline sales 
saw a 19% 
increase

A 20% 
increase was 
seen in online 

sales

Total media 
spend 

remained the 
same, thereby 

improving 
overall ROAS
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Google Pay - Smart 
digital performance 
only strategy that led 
to an instant win.

Overview
Digital payments category has been on a rapid growth 
trajectory in India, backed by the impetus of the government’s 
push towards a less cash dependent state. UPI became one of 
the key technology enablers in driving towards the cashless 
India goal. Specialized players along with e-com backed 
players were already operating in the market offering digital 
payments via UPI. Google as a solution-oriented platform 
brought in a simple, secure payments solution (Google Pay, 
formerly known as Google Tez) for the Indian digital payment 
audience.

Challenge
One of the key challenges was to translate into media the 
introduction of Google Tez/ Google Pay as a simple, safe and 
secure platform for digital payments. Another challenge was 
building awareness and consideration of this new app 
amongst a highly competitive landscape and achieving 10 
million new users on the app within 10 weeks of product launch. 

Solution
Using our proprietary Live-panel tool, we deep dived into 
understanding the audience’s triggers for using digital 
payment platforms, identified clusters of core target audience 
segments, and introduced a simple solution for the existing
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digital audience in the 
ecosystem. Upon 
identification, target 
groups were 
segregated, and 
specific contextual 
bank to bank transfer 
messages were crafted befittingly, to move them away from 
the wallet ecosystem. Rather than expanding our target 
audience further, we focused on converting the existing large 
volume of users present in metros and Tier 1 cities.

Turning to the rich Google DR stack (led by UAC), we deployed 
a burst strategy to reach out to maximum volume of potential 
consumers for Tez/ Google Pay within a period of 10 days. 
Relying on our deep understanding and expertise of running 
app marketing campaigns on Google stack, we used smart 
phasing across the acquisition channels (Admob, Youtube, 
UAC) to overcome their inherent limitations. 

This helped us scale 5X in 7 days and deliver, along with 11% 
incremental volume than targets, without compromising on 
cost. It also helped drive the conversions at scale and 
impacted uplift in aided brand awareness by 11%. Post this, we 
kept our focus on quality users and optimized further and 
deeper into the lower funnel to achieve a balance of scale 
and efficiency. Thus, improving the funnel metrics significantly. 
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Crossed 100 
million 

transactions 
(Within 2 months 

of launch)

Crossed 50 
million 

downloads (In 9 
months)

Raised aided 
awareness by 40% 
(With lesser spends 

as compared to 
competition)

Results
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Bajaj - Drove 70% 
Bikes Sales By Using 
Canvas + Collections 
on Facebook

Overview
Bajaj Auto Limited is a global 
two-wheeler manufacturing 
company based in India. A part 
of the Bajaj Group, it 
manufactures scooters and 
motorcycles alike.  

Challenge
Bajaj KTM, a premium 
motorcycle brand in India, 
planned to launch several new 
variants of their bikes, 
revamping everything from 
colours and design to engines. A 
very important part of KTM’s 
brief made it mandatory to 
release ads that were visual in 
nature. We were tasked to 
launch the campaign with ad 
formats that had high visual 
appeal and yet the impact to 
drive leads.
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Bajaj Auto Limited is a global two-wheeler manufacturing 
company based in India. A part of the Bajaj Group, it 
manufactures scooters and motorcycles alike.  

Bajaj

Solution
We could have explored all the traditional ad formats with high 
visual appeal but we knew from past historical data that they 
would not yield any result in the form of leads. We knew that the 
only way to address this challenge was to innovate with a new 
format on a platform that had scale.

At this stage, Canvas + Ad Collections was in its beta form, and 
we decided to work with Facebook to use this format to our 
advantage. The campaign began with the awareness phase, 
to spread the word that customers could make their bookings. 
Users were identified and collected, and the lead phase was 
initiated only for these users. Once this audience was 
saturated, the lead phase was disseminated to the general 
public. We were the first brand to have adopted this strategy at 
such a scale and we ensured that this strategy increased ad 
recall through formats that had a high visual appeal and also 
generated quality leads which generated 70% of sales for the 
brand’s motorcycles.

Awareness Interest Action

Buy Now
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Results

10 Point lift was 
observed in Ad 

Recall

5 Point lift in 
people 

agreeing that 
KTM is a 

trendsetter for 
premium sports 

motorcycles

70% of sales from 
online leads 

were attributed 
to Facebook
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